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ast fashion—design trends quickly and cheaply translated for the masses—has had a

strong year so far. But unless you're a young woman who takes style cues from social

media, many of the more successful online retailers in this space might be foreign to you. 

According to a September 2018 Hitwise study that looks at fast fashion, mid-tier and

premium categories, visits to fast fashion sites grew 20% or more monthly between March-

https://www.hitwise.com/
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June 2018. Dress Barn, which has been undergoing a stodgy to stylish makeover over the past

few years, was the fastest-growing brand by site visits in H1 2018 (241%). Fashion Nova, the

influencer-driven brand that's wildly popular on Instagram was second (159%) followed by

UK-based Boohoo (100%), teen retailer rue21 (85%) and Rainbow Apparel (58%).

With the exception of Ascena Retail Group's Dress Barn, these brands are all geared toward

Gen Z and younger Millennials. One commonality among these brands is that they're size-

inclusive. While luxury brands and fashion startups are increasingly called out for only catering

to a minority of consumers, these on-trend discount brands are far more democratic. 

Rotita, Shein and Roswe might not have the name recognition of ModCloth or Asos, but these

pure play online fashion retailers—many in Asia—are some of the fastest-growing. Hitwise

attributes their rapid rise to an increase in search spending on Google Shopping with bids on

generic keywords like "fit and flare dresses" and "plus-size swimwear." Many of these Chinese

brands that cloak where they are based also advertise heavily on Facebook and Instagram.

According to Andreas Rei�en, CEO of retail performance advertising company Crealytics,

fast fast fashion brands are using data from search for merchandising, and not just looking at

keywords in isolation, but classifying them on attributes like brand, product type and color to

see if cropped jeans or yellow is trending. "If you do this across all your millions of keywords,

you can then aggregate performance on attribute levels," she said.

Fast fashion's lead time is shrinking. Trends can now be translated to products in as little as

five weeks and startups have been chipping away at that timeframe. "In the old world, if you

saw a trend in your marketing data—sales were picking up, or search volumes were increasing

—you had to predict if that trend would continue in the same direction over a long period of

time," Rei�en said.

https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/how-dress-barn-cmo-lori-wagner-engineered-brands-surprisingly-chic-revamp-163292/
https://www.thecut.com/2018/08/fashion-nova-is-tailor-made-for-instagram.html
https://retail-index.emarketer.com/company/5374f24d4d4afd2bb44465ec/ascena-retail-group
https://www.racked.com/2017/12/20/16797310/fashion-innovation-plus-size-lacking
https://crealytics.com/
https://www.emarketer.com/content/how-fast-fashion-retailers-use-marketing-data-to-speed-up-the-production-process
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Of course, fast fashion doesn't come without criticism—from an environmental perspective

for contributing to throwaway culture to copyright infringement issues with designer knock-

o�s and indie rip-o�s. 

The increasing popularity of secondhand clothing, apparel rentals and subscription services

and sustainable fashion could be the answer to consumers' desire on-trend clothing with

fewer ethical concerns, but it's hard to imagine that a young digital shopper on a budget

browsing for a $12 body-con dress would be swayed by a minimalistic natural fiber tank dress

for $120. 

https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/publications/a-new-textiles-economy-redesigning-fashions-future
https://www.businessoffashion.com/community/voices/discussions/what-is-the-real-cost-of-copycats/fashions-copycat-economy
https://jezebel.com/fast-fashion-retailer-shein-accused-of-ripping-off-indi-1828518935
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/secondhand-apparel-set-outpace-off-price-fast-fashion/5ac3c7b2ebd4000b78fe14cd
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/do-shoppers-care-about-sustainable-fashion/5b0d9ddcebd40003b84919dc
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/minimalism-gaining-momentum-brands-shouldnt-fret-just-yet/5b886538ebd40005bc4dc79d

